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BBQ Accessory Provides Protection for Premium Grills
M Marketing May 25, 2015

A new company BQ Shield has designed a set of accessories for delicate and prized
grills that serves to preserve the material of grill grates and keep them looking as
good as new for a long time.

(Newswire.net -- May 25, 2015) Louisville, KY -- Many people are serious about grilling and
have even gone to the great extent of investing in premium grills.  Some of these grills are
plated with chrome, nickel and so on.  These prized grills require special treatment to
preserve the quality of the grill for many years to come.  The grilling accessory by BBQ
Shield is seen as the ideal tool for facilitating this.

The recently released pair of barbecue grill mats by BBQ Shield has been proven to be the best shield for keeping grill
grates looking new for a long time.  Grillers expect to use their grills whether or not they are made from expensive
materials.  If they wanted something for show it is more likely that they would get a vintage grill or a souvenir size grill. 
It can be painful, however, to see the quality of a good and expensive grill decay in short time. 

Sticky food, grease, dirt and bacteria buildup as well as scrubbing of grills can cause erosion of the quality of a
premium grill.  Placed on grill grates, the grill mats by BBQ Shield prevent food from coming in direct contact with the
grill thus eliminating the possibility of getting food stuck on grates.   The company announced that scrubbing of grills
would be eliminated completely with the use of their non-stick barbecue grill mats.

The grill mats offer slow cooking of meats and other food since the mats act as a buffer for direct heat from grill.  At the
same time, the grill mats prevent dripping of grease or sauces from food into the fire which in turn prevents dangerous
fire flare-ups.

A pleased customer, Lindsey A Vitalo, shared, “ These worked better than expected, we couldn't be happier . They are
perfect for grilling vegetables, seafood, or anything else you want to grill but don't want falling thru the grill and want
easy clean up. In the past I've always used my kitchen pans or tins and the mess was awful or I had to use tinfoil and
dealt with holes, that problem has now been solved.”

People can protect their investment with the grill mats by BBQ shield’s premium set of grill mats which have been
made available to online shoppers across the world via Amazon.

About Paisley Road Product

BBQ Shield, sold by Paisley Road Products and fulfilled by Amazon.com improves the enjoyment of preparing grilled
food. The non-stick surface prevents loss of food through the grates and reduced flare-ups which can burn the food.
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